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In recent years, the business environment in Hong
Kong has expanded rapidly both in terms of scale and
complexity. Such expansion has resulted in management's
higher demand on timely and accurate information to plan
and control effectively the operations of an
organization. Logically, computers become the most
useful management tools to meet this data processing
need. This is reflected by the tremendous increase in
number of computer systems installed in the last two
years.
The changes in data processing techniques have
caused changes in the traditional role of internal
auditors in Hong Kong. Also the Hong Kong Society of
Accountants has promulgated new accounting standards and
guidelines on audit practices, thus imposing new
requirements on computer-based information system.
Although certain organizations in Hong Kong have
developed techniques for computer auditing and control,
most of the others have not. It is believed that computer
audit is relatively new in Hong Kong vis-a-vis the more
advanced countries like U.S.A. and U.K.
This research outlined the current computer audit
practices in Hong Kong by summarizing the interview
results of 10 representative organizations that have
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computer audit set-up. These organizations represent a
variety of business groups. A mail survey was also
conducted to find out the attitude of management towards
the computer audit profession. A total of 400
questionnaires were sent out. The principal conslusions
drawn from the research are:-
1. Management is not fully aware of the importance and
contributions of computer audit on controls of the
EDP environment. There is a need to increase
management awareness in order that computer audit may
be more developed to address the problems created by
the growing use of computers and rapid advance of
technologies.
2. There exist some resistance to computer auditors'
involvement in the control of EDP functions by the
EDP personnel who lack confidence in the auditors'
technical capabilities in computer and also consider
that the auditors are trespassers. The management and
the computer audit profession should take actions to
change EDP staff attitude.
3. Computer auditors generally spend a disproportionate
amount of time on systems review and tends to neglect
system development controls. They should strike a
better balance in.allocating the time between these
two functions.
4. There is a short supply of experienced computer
auditors and there are inadequate professional
training courses in computer audit to produce the
required personnel. An urgent need exists for
4
computer audit training and development.
5. The computer audit is a combination of auditing and
computer capabilities. Unlike the accountancy
profession, there is no commonly recognized
professional qualification for computer audit,
neither is there any defined requirement for computer
auditors. This make it difficult to assess the level
of compentency of a computer auditor and results in
lack of recognition on the computer audit profession.
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The Increasing Dependence on Computers
In recent years, economic growth has resulted in
rapid expansion in both business and government
activities. Management increasingly rely on accurate and
timely information to plan and control their operations
efficiently and effectively. Whereas 25 years ago, most
organizations processed their data manually, today. the
volume of data demands a faster means of processing. In
addition, to serve the information needs of the modern
complex organizations, information systems must be
developed and implemented to gather and process data in
ways that produce a variety of information for
management. The advancement of computer technology has
provided the answer to meet this demand. In 1966, more
than 25,000 general purpose computer systems were
installed in the United States. This had increased to
1
over 70,000 in 1975. International Data Corporation
estimated that the number of U.S. manufactured computers
in worldwide use was 264,690 in 1974 and 764,400 in
1. Stanford Research Institute. Systems Auditability and
Control Study, 1977.
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1979. This rapid growth in the number of computers
indicates management's growing dependence on computers
for data processing.
Potential for Loss Exposure
Since computers play an important role in assisting
management to process data, management should be more
concerned about the accuracy and completeness of data
processing results. Manual data processing systems rely
on manual checks and verifications to ensure the accuracy
and completeness of data and records. In most cases,
manual system operators could take corrective action on
exceptional items as they occured and cause very little
delay to the processing. Using computers to process data
creates a different situation. Without proper control
routines, incomplete or incorrect data can be processed
unnoticed. Such data could be used to update several
computer files to produce different reports. The time and
effort required to correct the erroneous data could be
high. But the loss suffered by the organization could be
even greater if the errors were undetected. According to
2
William C. Mair, the most common areas of potential loss
exposure in computer processing are:-
1. International Data Corporation. EDP Industry Report.
29 June 1979, pp. 1-20
2. William C. Mair. Comp uter Control Audit. Altamonte
Springs, Florida: The Institute of Internal Auditors,I A 1 A--
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. Excessive costs/deficient revenues
Loss or destruction of assets
. Competitive disadvantage
Computer fraud, being defined as any fraudulent
behaviour connected with computerization by which someone
1
intends to gain dishonest advantage, is one of the
concerns in computer management. A computer fraud survey
2
carried out in UK identifies input as the major source
of fraud cases. But the increasing use of microcomputers
tends to place computing in the hands of the user and it
is likely that fraud risk will shift away from input and
concentrate in the area of program fraud. Of the 319
respondents, only 67 fraud cases were reported and the
mean loss was US$30,000. Although the survey shows the
number and value of computer frauds in the UK is
relatively small, this does not mean that the risk is
also small. There are two points worth noting:-
1. Organizations which have suffered computer
frauds may not have responded to the survey
because they did not want to disclose the
problems.
2. The survey only reported frauds that had been
discovered. It is difficult to know the number
of total crimes committed. Unlike robbery,
computer crimes usually take longer time to be
discovered.
1. Local Government Audit Inspectorate, Department of
the Environment. U.K. Computer Fraud Survey. 1981.
2. Ibid.
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BIS Applied Systems of London carried out another
computer fraud survey by studing 95 case histories of
1
computer abuse. Some interesting points are quoted
here:-
1. Many of the frauds indicated that top management
lack appreciation of the vulnerability of their
computer systems and the importance of proper
control.
2. The increasing use of microcomputers will expose
more organizations to frauds by computer staff.
3. The role of internal auditor in fighting
computer crime is becoming more important.
About 20 percent of fraud cases studied were
detected by internal audit or other controls.
4. 63 percent of the frauds resulted from input
manipulation.
5. About 13 percent of the cases involved
collusion.
6. Only 26 percent of the perpetrators were
computer employees.
7. Auditors lack the experience needed to buildbusiness systems controls.`
8. Mutual suspicion exists between auditors and
managers. This hinders co-operation to set up
nroner controls.
Vincent A. Campitelli opined that the resulting
expansion of on-line and networked systems has increased
the points of entry into a computer system, creating
2
potential areas for computer abuse. Figure 1 adopted
from Security Controls for Computer Systems highlights
the potential points of*vulnerability.
1. The EDP Audit Control and Security Newsletter. XI,
No. 9 (March 1984): 11.
2. Vincent A. Campitelli. Is Your Computer a Soft Touch?
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Interestingly, the most serious problem confronting
organizations using computers is not fraud and
embezzlement but errors and omissions which cause
unmeasurable losses to organizations. Both William C.
1 2
Mair and Donn B. Parker held the same view. Results of
Stanford Research Institute (SRI) survey also show that
management are more concerned with potential loss from
3
errors and omissions
Because of the increasing dependence on computers
by business organizations to meet their information
needs, couple with the inherent potential loss exposure
in using computers, proper controls are required not
merely to detect frauds and errors but preferably to
prevent such problems. Organization should evaluate
these controls in order to satisfy themselves with the
reliability of the process under control. This is the
function of computer audit.
Computer Audit Defined
Ron Weber detines computer auaiting as
it the process of collecting and evaluating evidence
to determine whether a computer system safeguards
asset, maintains data integrity, achieves
organizational goals effectively, and consumes
resources efficiently. Thus, computer (EDP)
1. William C. Mair. Computer Control Audit. Florida:
The Institute of Internal Auditors, 1978.
2. Donn B. Parker. Crime by Computer. New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1976.
3. Standford Research Institute. System Auditabilit
Control Stud. Data Processing Au it Practice
Report, 1 pp. 16
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auditing supports the attainment of traditional
audit objectives: attest objectives (those of the
external auditor) that have asset safeguarding
and data integrity as their focus, and management
objectives (those of the internal auditor) that
encompass not only attest objectives but also
effectiveness and efficiency objectives.1
Internal Audit and Computer Audit
The Institute of Internal Auditors, the professional
body for internal auditors, defines Internal Auditing as:
an independent appraisal function established
within an organization to. examine and evaluate
its activities as a service to the organization.
The objective of internal auditing is to assist
members of the organization in the effective
discharge of their responsibilities. To this end,
internal auditors furnishes them with analysis,
appraisals, recommendations, counsel, and
information concerning the activities reviewed.2
Basically, internal auditors perform three major
3
functions. according to Andrew D. Chambers:-
1. act as an arm of management
2. round out and perfect the system of internal
control
3. directly participate in the verification of
finnnn-inl PfnfPmPn_
The enactment of the Securities Act in 1933 and the
ecurities Exchange Act in 1934 held corporate management
esponsible for the accuracy of financial statements
1. Ron Weber. EDP Auditing, Conceptual Foundations and
Practice. McGraw-Hill Inc., 1982, pp. 7.
2. Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal
Auditing. THe Institute of Internal Auditors, Inc.,
May 1978, p. 1.
3. Andrew D. Chambers. Internal Auditing, Pitman Books
Ltd., 1981, pp. 3.
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filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.
The enactment of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of
1977 increased the needs for protection against
inefficiency, misconduct, illegality and fraud. The
management become increasingly dependent on internal
auditors to contribute importantly to satisfy these
expanded protective needs.
As described earlier, management rely more and more
on computers to meet their information needs. Although
computerization is a development of the last quarter
century, it has assumed a central role in internal
auditing practice. In 1975, the Institute of Internal
Auditors Inc. commissioned the Stanford Research
Institute (SRI) to carry out research on systems
auditability and control because the internal audit
community has for some time recognized that advances in
data processing are causing important changes in both the
internal controls governing data processing and
1
associated internal audit requirements.
Review of Literature
Stanford Research Institute performed the research on
an international basis and the study objectives were:-
1. To survey the state of the art in the audit and
control of computer-based information systems
and data processing to identify current trends
in audit and control and to document specific
audit and control techniques now in use that
have been demonstrated to be of practical value.
1. Stanford Research Institute. System Auditability
Control Study 1977,pp x.
' 1. To survey the state of the art in the audit and
control of computer-based information systems
and data processing to identify current trends
in audit and control and to document specific
audit and control techniques now in use that
have been demonstrated to be of practical value.
2. To increase management's awareness of the
changing data processing environment as it
affects internal audit and the controls
governing data processing, and the need to build
appropriate controls and audit procedures into
computer-based information systems.
3. To place internal audit and control of computer-
based information systems and data processing in
a proper perspective within the total
information system environment.1
The SRI research included visits to 45 organizations
in Canada, the United States, Europe and Japan. These
organizations represent a variety of industry groups and
government. SRI also conducted a mail survey to over
1,500 organizations in Canada, Europe, Japan and U.S.A.
The principal conclusions drawn by SRI were:
1. The primary responsibility for overall internal
control resides with top management, while the
operational responsibility for the accuracy and
completeness of computer-based information
systems should reside with users.
2. There is a need for improved controls because
inadequate attention has been given to the
importance of internal controls in the data
processing environment.
3. Internal auditors must participate in the system
development process to ensure that appropriate
audit and control features are designed into new
computer-based information systems.
4. Verification of controls must occur both before
and after installation of computer-based
information systems.
1. Stanford Research Institute. System Auditability
Control Study 1977.
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6. An important need exists for EDP audit staff
development because few internal audit staffs
have enough data processing knowledge and
experience to audit effectively in the data
processing environment.
7. Few current EDP audit tools and techniques are
adequate to the needs of the EDP auditors as
they approach the task of verifying the accuracy
and completeness of data processing activities
and results. New tools and techniques are
needed.
8. Many organizations are not adequately evaluating
their audit and control functions in the data
processing environment. Top management should
initiate a periodic assessment of its audit and
control programs.
The above conclusions indicate needs tor the
attention of top management and needs for investments of
money, staff, and management time to ensure the adequacy
of the audit and control functions for each data
1
processing system.
So far there seems to be no research project carried
out on internal computer audit in Hong Kong although
three studies have been completed on internal auditing,
viz. The Use of Statistical Sampling Techniques by
Internal Auditors in Hong Kong by K.L. Shum, A Survey
of the Internal Auditing Profession in Hong Kong by A.K.
Wu, and The Behavioural Perceptions of Internal Auditing
in Hong Kong by Daniel Kwok, all unpublished project
reports.
1. Stanford Research Institute System Auditability
Control Study. 1977.
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The Development of Internal Computer
Audi ti nQ in Hong Kong
In Hong Kong, many companies have taken the
advantage of economic growth in recent years to expand
and diversify their operations. Such changes have
increased management's need for information to plan,
evaluate and control effectively the operations of
business. This growth in the need for management
information has in turn increased the demand for data
processing which is reflected in the number of computer
systems installed during the past years. In 1981, more
than 680 computer systems were installed in Hong Kong.
1
In 1982, over 900 computer systems were installed.
The changes in data processing and audit and control
techniques have caused changes in the traditional role of
the internal auditor in Hong Kong. In a similar way, new
2
accounting standards and guidelines promulgated by the
Hong Kong Society of Accountants impose new requirements
on computer-based information system. Though certain
organizations in Hong Kong have developed techniques for
computer auditing and control, most of the other have
not. It is believed that computer audit is relatively
new in Hong Kong vis-a-vis the more advanced countries
like the U.S.A. and U.K.
1. Asian Computer Yearbook 1983, pp 115.
2. The Hong Kong Society of Accountants. Professional
Standards- The Internal Control in, and the Audit of
Computer-based Accounting Systems- Statement No. 121
Hong Kong. HKSA, 1977.
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Statement of the Problem
The resulting reports of SRI's extensive research 1
provide management, internal and external auditors, and
computer managers with insights on the problems and
practices relating to computer operation and control.
Although computer users in Hong Kong may draw useful
references from the reports, two reasons justify a
separate research.
First, the SRI study was carried out in 1975.
During the past nine years, computer technology has
advanced significantly. More microcomputers are used
because of increasing capacity and inherent flexibility.
Communication networks are gaining importance. In the
financial sector, Automatic Teller Machine (ATM) networks
for banks mark the first step in electronic funds
transfer (EFT). Within a few years, electronic funds
transfer will include retail point-of-sale terminals
(POS), such as supermarkets and restaurants. Home
banking is probably the next step beyond ATM and POS,
linking personal bank accounts with telephone lines, TV
sets and keyboard devices. Direct access to the bank can
2
be achieved for almost every transaction. This shift in
1. Stanford Research Institute- Systems Auditability
and Control Study, 1977.
2. Banks Already Looking Beyond the ATM Era in Asian
Computer Yearbook, 1983.
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computer applications deserves an updating review of the
current practices and future trend in computer auditing.
Second, computer applications in the United States,
Canada, Europe, and Japan are generally more advanced and
common when compared with those in Hong Kong.
Organizations in these countries are much larger in size
and computer audit is relatively sophisticated whereas
Hong Kong consists of mainly small to medium sized
companies and computer audit is relatively new.
Information on computer audit practices in the Hong Kong
environment will provide local organizations additional
insights on how to position their computer audit
functions. No previous research has been carried out on
this subject in Hong Kong thus this research.
The SRI report provides the impetus and basic
materials to carry out this study. The scope of this
study is limited to internal audit on computer systems in
Hong Kong, with the following objectives:-
1. To identify the degree of management awareness on
the need for internal computer audit and control.
2. To identify the degree of acceptance of internal
computer audit by computer management.
3. To understand the present status of internal
computer audit and current practices.






The research consists of two parts- field
interviews and mail surveys. Field interviews were
intended to obtain opinions on current practices and
future trends on the computer audit profession in Hong
Kong. The target interviewees were heads of internal
audit/internal computer audit of the selected
organizations. Mail surveys were designed to identify
management perspectives on internal computer audit, and
attempted to seek opinions from general management and
computer management.
Field Interview Methodology
Field Interview Outlines and Guidelines Development
Interview outlines were designed to cover the
following areas of interest about the organization of
individual interviewees:
1. The set-up and development of internal computer
audit function.
2. The relationship between internal computer audit
and computer department, the user department and
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the management.
3. The existing practice and future development in
• auditing computer application systems
• auditing computer service centres
auditing controls governing application
system development
• computer audit staff recruitment and
development
Two pilot interviews were conducted to develop
detailed interview guidelines (See Appendix 1).
Company Selection
Eleven companies with internal computer audit
functions were selected as the target interviewees. These
companies were believed to be leaders in their lines of
business which included banking, trading hong,
entertainment and sport, utility, air transportation,
educational institute, public accounting and construction
and are believed to be typical organizations in Hong
Kong.
Field Interview Procedure
The basic forms used in the interviews comprised the
interview outlines an guidelines. Letters requesting an
interview were first sent to heads of internal
audit/internal computer audit of the selected companies,
together with a copy of the interview outlines. These
were followed-up by telephone confirmation of appointment
time.
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The interviews began with an explanation of the
background and purposes of the research and an agreement
on the interview outlines. The interviewees expressed
freely their points of view broadly following the agreed
outlines. The interviewer used the interview guidelines
to ensure that the basic data were covered in the
interview.
Field Interview Data Analysis
The results of interviews with internal audit
management were manually sorted into various topical
areas for analysis in an attempt to identify the current
practices and future trends on internal computer audit in
Hong Kong. Much of the information included in the final
reports was based on a synthesis of these field interview
Mail Survey Methodology
Survey Questionnaire Development
Two sets of questionnaires were designed to obtain
perceptions of general management and computer management
on internal computer audit. There were three major areas
of concern:
1. The support given to internal computer audit.
2. The acceptance of internal computer audit by
computer management.
3. The awareness of needs for proper internal
control and the parties responsible.
data
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The questions asked for either a Yes/No answer or a
multiple choice answer. No attempt was made to measure
more fully the strength of agreement to each question. To
ensure clarity and completeness of the questionnaires,
two non-computer management personnel and two computer
management personnel reviewed the corresponding drafts.
Recommendations from these field tests were incorporated
into the final versions of the questionnaires (see
Appendices 2 and 3 for sample survey questionnaires).
To encourage response the recipients were not asked to
disclose their identities.
Samples
The research chose two different sampling frames
from which to select respondents in Hong Kong.
1. Non-computer Management
This sample frame consisted of three parts.
First, a sample of 70 organizations with
computer hardware costs in excess of US$125,000
was selected at random from the Asian Computer
Yearbook, 1983. Questionnaires were sent to
general managers/executive directors of these
organizations. Second, a sample of 70 MBA
graduates/students was selected at random from
the Three-Year MBA Program of The Chinese
University of Hong Kong. This group represented
the middle/senior management. Third, a sample of
70 qualified accountants, either being a fellow
member or an associate member with membership
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number prior to 800, was selected at random from
the Membership List of the Hong Kong Society of
Accounts, 1982. This represented the financial
management. Altogether they formed the sample
of non-computer management.
2. Computer Management
A sample of 200 organizations with computer
hardware costs in excess of US$125,000 was
selected at random from the Asian Computer
Yearbook, 1983. This formed the sample of
computer management.
Survey Procedure
Questionnaires were posted to the selected recipients
together with prepaid self-addressed return envelopes.
Since the recipents were not required to disclose their
identities, follow-up on non-respondents could not be
carried out.
Mail Survey Data Analysis
All returned questionnaires were hand edited for
completeness of answers and for no procedural mistakes.
Irregular returns were discarded. The frequency of each
answer to each questions was counted. The answers with
the highest frequencies represented the general opinion.
Limitations of the Research
Because there were no statistics available on the
number of organizations in Hong Kong with internal
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computer auditing function, it is uncertain whether the
number of companies selected forms a sufficient sample
size. Also the companies selected may not be
representative companies in Hong Kong.
The basic materials used for construction of the
questionnaires come from reference books and the research
report of the Stanford Research Institute. The questions





Form the 11 letters we sent to computer audit
management, 10 successful appointments for interview were
obtained. The organizations interviewed included:-
1. Jardine, Matheson Co., Limited
2. The Shui On Group
3. Price Waterhouse
4. The Hong Kong Telephone Company, Limited
5. The Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club
6. The Chinese University of Hong Kong
7. The Hong Kong Bank Group
8. Mass Transit Railway Corporation
9. The Shell Company of Hong Kong
10. Cathay Pacific Airways, Limited
All the interviews were conducted at the
interviewee's office and the interviewing time lasted
from one hour forty minitues to three hours. The opinions
of all the departmental heads on the interview subjects
were recorded and then combined to give an indication of
the current practices in the computer audit profession in
Hong Kong.
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Highlights of Interview Findings
Objectives of Computer Auditing
Computer audit is essentially a evolutionary
specialty from the internal audit, it is a direct result
of the need for internal auditors to possess data
processing knowledge to perform their job effectively.
The primary objectives of computer audit are identified
as:-
. to ensure the EDP functions are operated at
acceptable standard.
. to keep the ever increasing complexity of EDP
operations under management control.
. to prevent and to reduce the possibility of
errors, fraud and embezzlement in EDP systems.
History of Computer Audit Set-up
All of the organizations interviewed set up their
computer audit function after 1970. The longest set-up
had a history of just over ten years while the youngest
set-up has started only six months ago. This shows that
computer audit is a relatively new practice amongst
organizations in Hong Kong.
Size of Computer Audit Set-up
The organizations interviewed had a mean computer
audit staff size of 6 but the median staff size is 2.
Most of the companies has fewer than 5 persons and only
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two organizations have over 10 staff in their computer
audit set-ups. The biggest set-up has around 30 technical
staff while the smallest set-up is a one man section.
Size of the computer audit set-up has little
relationship to the size of an organization. Neither is
the size of computer centre correlated to the number of
computer audit staff. It is the nature of business in an
organization that has the greatest influence on the size
of computer audit set-up. The study shows that
organizations with operations involving real time cash
transfers have the best computer audit fleet.
Staff Qualification and Education Background
Nearly all the computer auditors have a university
degree or are holders of a professional qualification in
accounting. The remaining ones who do not have
professional recognition are experienced EDP personnel.
Interestingly, the interview results show that only
one of the computer audit managers has computer education
background. In all other organaizations computer audit
personnel have accounting education background.
Computer Audit Staff Mix
For the subordinate staff, four types of staff mix
in the computer audit environment can be identified:-
1. Pure accounting background- one organization
sends some of their brilliant internal auditors
to attend external computer courses and then
work as computer auditors.
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2. Pure computer background - a number of
organizations recruit computer programmers
either externally or internally and train them
in audit concepts. Sometimes they may be sent to
public accountant firms for audit courses.
3. Mixed Approach - some organization prefers a
balanced approach and hire both computer
programmers and internal auditors. Any
deficiencies in knowledge are compensated by
training with appropriate courses.
4. Seconded EDP Specialist - some organizations
get computer auditors by borrowing a small group
of computer programmers from the EDP department
and training them in computer auditing. The
trained personnel are then seconded to the
internal audit department and work as computer
auditors for a period of time before returning
to the EDP department.
Recruitment Preference
The background of the computer audit management
seems not to generate any bias in recruitment. When
managers were asked whether they would prefer computer
background or accounting background, they did not show
any prejudice. But if they had to make a choice, then
there is approximately an even split between preference
for computer background and accounting background.
The reasons for those who preferred accounting
background for computer audit are:-
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1. Computer audit is still within the scope of
audit.
2. Accounting background staff can absorb audit
techniques and concepts better and faster.
3. For a EDP person to do computer audit means a
complete change of job, but for an accounting
person it means broadening his job areas.
Those who prefer computing background for doing
computer audit have the following reasons-
1. Computer personnel have good technical knowledge
in computers and EDP.
2. Communication with EDP people is better because
they speak the same language.
3. Computer people usually have better logical
thinking.
Promotion Policy
Since the computer audit profession is relatively
young in Hong Kong, the organizations interviewee
generally found it difficult to recruit experienced
computer auditors. Quite often they had to pay a premium
in salary to attract suitable candidates. Emigration of
experienced computer auditors has aggravated the shortage
situation. Some of the organizations tend to recruit
fresh graduates of computer science or accounting and
train them to suit the company requirements rather thar
paying high salaries to get the best from the market.
Others intend to promote computer programmers or auditors
from within the company.
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Training
The survey showed that there is no institution in
Hong Kong which offers complete and formalized training
courses in computer auditing. Therefore, organizations
with computer audit set-ups have to provide their own
training to new recruits. In some organizations, training
starts with a short introductory course and then the
newcomers begin to work in colaboration with some seniors
to gain both knowledge and practical experience. Usually,
the initial training for a new computer auditor falls in
one of the following categories:-
medium length (2- 3 months) familiarization
training in training department
short term training course in computer manufactu-
rer's training centre
company's internal audit training course for EDP
background personnel
external computer course at computer consultants
for audit background personnel
on the job training by working with seniors
training personnel and courses from mother
company
video tape training.
External training courses are few and mostly limited
to introductory topics. Currently some computer audit
related courses are offered by:-
Training centres of hardware manufacturers such
as IBM training centre
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System and software consultants such as B. Pascoe
Associates
Public accounting firms such as Price Waterhouse
Other servicing institutions such as the
Productivity Centre
Training Budget
Almost half of the organizations do not have a fixed
provision/budget specially assigned to computer audit for
on-going training purposes. For those who have a budget,
the annual amount is less than $100,000 (including
overseas training). However, all organizations expressed
that contingency amounts can always be obtained by
special arrangement.
Relationship with other Departments
Computer Audit Management
All the computer audit set-ups are special branches
of the internal audit department, therefore computer
audit findings are generally submitted to the internal
audit head for approval and then presented to management
as part of the audit report. The computer audit group
does not have direct authority to enforce a recommended
action.
Computer Audit EDP department
The working relationship between the two departments
is generally quite good. At the management level, since
both parties realize the nature and purpose of computer
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audit, they seldom have big differences in view or
conflict. However, for the operation level staff, the
EDP staff has some ill-feelings against computer auditors
and consider them as troublesome and ignorant because
they step into their business and lower the throughput.
Computer Audit and Users
The application system users generally appreciate
the work of computer auditors to give advice and
comments. They tend to be very co-operative with
computer auditors and believe computer auditors
involvement will improve quality and user confidence.
Structure Working relationships
The computer auditor, EDP user, and management
usually work in committee, either formally or informally.
In some organizations with big computer set-ups, the
committee structure consists of a steering committee for
each project. The committee members incluses senior
management from all the parties involved. The steering
committee determines all the strategic planning and
monitors the progress of the project. Under the steering
committee sometimes there is a working committee in which
minor details are solved. The steering committee holds
meetings regularly while the working committee calls
meetings as necessary. Usually senior management or a
user representive chairs the meeting and the computer
auditor is present in the meetings in an advisory role.
In the case of conflicts the chairman will make the
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decision.
Time spent with different parties
A computer auditor usually spends more than 90
percent of his time with the user and EDP personnel. The
approximate proportion between users and EDP is 40 to 60
percent. Senior rank computer auditors spend
considerably more time with management and the total time
spent in EDP/user contact is reduced to approximately 40
percent.
Functions performed by Computer Auditors
There are at least six functions identified that are
performed by the computer audit.
1. Review of application system- The computer
auditors first collect all detail information on
the system including system proposal, functional
specification, system specification, program
specification, source history, user guides and
operations manuals to familarize themselves with
the system and based on this information and
interviews with computer personnel a walk thrut0
test is performed from which the control aspects
of input, output processing and audit trails are
examined and reported.
2. Information Processing Facilities Operations
Audits- In this function, the computer auditors
look at the control, security and protective
measure in computer centre facilities and
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operations. Sometimes the organization of the
computer centre and duties performed by
operations staff are also investigated. Because
this type of function involves fairly standard
checking procedures, some organizations have
already transferred these procedures into
standard questionnaires.
3. Audit of Application System Development- In
this function the computer auditors are involved
in the whole system development life cycle.
Starting from the development of user
requirements, functional specification, system
specification, programming, conversion, to
testing and user acceptance and user manuals.
The computer auditors work together with both
computer personnel and user representitives to
make sure that enough control and audit trails
are introduced in every phase of the cycle.
4. Technical support to general audit- Sometimes
the computer auditor gives advices and comments
to general auditor on control and audit trails
of computer produced reports.
5. Consultancy- Computer auditor gives expertise
advices to users on purchase of commercial
software and application packages.
6. Basic training for executives- In some
organizations newly recruited executives work in
the computer audit section to familarize with
company operations.
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Time Snent in-Different Commuter Audit Function
Computer auditors of the organizations interviewed
spent almost 60 percent of their time in performing
system reviews. Time spent in auditing systems
devlopment and computer centres occupied another 30
percent while the other functions require only 10 percent
of their time.
Audit Cycle
The organization we interviewed usually performed a
detailed systems review every 3 years. In addition, some
organization carried out brief reviews each year.
Special Audit Tools and Techniques
There are at least seven special tools and
techniques which were identified in the survey:-
Audit software
Simulation
Source object code comparison
Test data method
Internal control questionnaire (ICQ)
Data Base verifier
Parallel run
xeportea crime ease Loss
All the organizations interviewed expressed that
they have never uncovered any computer fraud or suffered
any loss due to computer crime of any form.
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Future of EDP Technology and Computer Audit
In the interview the interviewees were asked to
forcast the future of EDP technology and computer audits
and their views were summarised as followin:-
1. More powerful and distributive processing-
companies would have widely different computer
environments and configurations and computer
auditors would have difficulties in auditing.
2. Fourth generation language (4GL)- the 4GL will
become more popular and system development time
would be very much reduced, but the computer
auditors would not be able to become involved in
the system development life cycle.
3. Increasing use of data base systems and
telecommunication services- More computers
would be connected together for information
transfer. The future computer system would be
more susceptable to unauthorized break-ins. How
to prevent unnecessary and illegal access is
still a problem to both computer manufacturers,
software designers and computer auditors. No
definite standard has yet been reached and at
present solutions are very expensive.
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Mail Survey Results
Of the 410 questionnaires sent to non-computer and
computer management 117 replies were received within four
weeks time, a response rate of 28.5 per cent. After the
target deadline 6 more questionnaires were received but
they were discarded for the analysis. After checking the
117 replies for completeness 16 more were left out,
leaving 101 valid questionnaires. There are 14 responses
from general managers/directors, 15 from MBA
graduate/students, 19 from financial management and 53
from computer management. The response rate in terms of
percentages were 20, 27.1, 21.4 and 26.5 respectively and
the overall response rate is 24.6 percent. All the
respondents statistics are summarized in Table 1.
Highlights of Questionnaire Results
Non-computer Management Respondents
Computer, Internal Audit and Computer Audit Set-ups
Forty-five (93 percent) non-computer management
respondents had computer installations in their
organizations, but only 37 (77 percent) of the
respondents' departments were making use of the data
processing facilities and service.
Thirty-four (71 percent) of the respondents had
internal audit departments and 18 (53 percent) with
computer audit set-ups in the internal audit department.
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TABLE 1
MAIL SURVEY RESPONSE STATISTICS
Number Number Returned
Sent Valid Incomplete Late Total
1. Non-computer Management 210 (100%) 48 (22.8%) 9 (4.3%) 2 (1.0%) 59 (28.1%)
.general mgr./directors 70 (100%) 14 (20.0%) 5 (7.1%) 1 (1.4%) 20 (28.6%)
. MBA graduates/students 70 (100%) 19 (27.1%) 2 (2.9%) 1 (1.4%) 22 (31.4%)
financial managers 70 (100%) 15 (21.4%) 2 (2.9%)
2. Computer Management 200 (100%) 53 (26.5%) 7 (3.5%)
0 ( 0%) 17 (24.3%)
4 (2.0%) 64 (32.0%)
Total 410 (100%) 101 (24.6%) 16 (3.9%) 6 (1.5%) 123 (30.0%)
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For those 18 organizations with computer audit set-
ups, all but one company had the computer audit function
established afer 1976, and 8 companies (44 percent) had
only started their set-up after 1980. The only exception
was formed in the sixties.
Evaluation of the Set-up
When asked about whether their organization had ever
evaluated the data processing department on the aspects
of audit and control, 70 percent of the respondents
replied yes and the evaluation were mostly done by
external auditors (40%) or internal auditors (39.5%).
Potential loss areas
The respondents regarded the following areas as of
concern:-
1. Inadequate systems design
2. Improper controls
3. Errors and omissions
4. Fraud and defalcation
These four potential loss areas are the areas that
they are most concerned about. But for the organization
as a whole, the order of significance was changed to:-
1. Improper controls
2. Errors and omissions
3. Inadequate systems design
4. Fraud and defalcation
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Improvement needed
The four areas that were reported as needing the
most improvement against potential loss exposure in the
organization were:-
1. Controls on processing procedures
2. Controls on data access
3. Controls on operation personnel
4. Controls on analyst/programmers
With regard to the party from whom the respondents
would seek help, the order of preference was:-
1. Inhouse EDP personnel
2. EDP consultants
3. Internal auditors
The reason for these choice were because of the
special expertise and knowledge of the company held by
Internal Audits involvement in SDLC
As regard to the question of internal auditor's
involvement in the system development life cycle (SDLC)
77 percent of the respondents believed that internal
auditors should be involved in application system
development. On the degree of involvement, 55 percent of
the respondents preferred heavy involvement and the
remaining portion preferred only slight involvement.
The non-computer management thought that internal
auditor's, involvement in SDLC would be helpful and
valuable to system development. But as far as costs are
the group
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concerned, 44 percent thought the overall costs would
increase while 37 percent thought there would be no
change in costs.
Seventy six of the respondents with internal audit
set-up thought that the internal audit staff had the
capability to contribute to application system
development.
Computer Management Responses
Computer, Internal audit and computer audit set-ups
Of the 53 respondents from computer management, 27
(51 percent) of them had internal audit set-ups, and 15
organizations (55 percent) had computer audit set-ups
within the internal audit department.
Five organizations had their computer audit
function set-up after 1984. The remaining 10 organiza-
tions had the computer audit set up between 1980- 1983.
Internal audit's involvement in SDLC
The computer management seemed only moderately
interested in the involvement of computer auditorss on
application system development. The order of preference
and percentage of acceptance (in brackets) were:-
1. Post-installation Review (84.6%)
2. Standard and Guideline development (82.7%)
3. Program change control (73.1%)
4. Acceptance testing (67.3%)
5. Documentation (61.5%)
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6. User requirement development (55.8%)
7. Project mangement(2.7%')
Computer management thought that computer auditor's
involvement would increase the cost of system development.
However, they thought that their involvement would be
helpful and valuable.
From the views of computer management, involvement
of internal auditors in system development would provide
the following benefits:-
1. Improved application system control
2. Reduced fraud and loss exposure
3. Reduced operation errors and omissions
4. Increased user confidence and satisfaction
Potential Loss Areas
The four areas in loss exposure that the computer
management were most concerned:-
1. Insufficient controls
2. Insufficient user involvement
3. Lack of DP standards
4. Exposure to fraud
Interestingly enough, loss exposure due to
insufficient system review was not considered as
important as those mentioned above.
Improvement of Controls
To reduce the loss exposure, the computer management







The computer management ranked the order of





The reasons for the choices included the specialized
expertise in EDP and also their knowledge of the company.
Other Internal Audit Involvements
There was about 21 percent of all the computer
management respondents who did not welcome the internal
audit staff to either review existing application system
controls or audit computer service center operations and
controls. The three main reasons were:-
1. Internal auditors do not have sufficient data
processing knowledge
2. Controls appropriate to the everchanging EDP
envioronments are not subject to traditional
audit approaches
3. Internal auditors cause troubles and hinder
smooth EDP operations
Management's Responsibilities
Both the computer management and non-computer
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management were asked in the questionnaire to express
their views on who should take primary responsibility to
ensure that computer-based systems are developed with
adequate controls, are auditable and operate in a
reliable manner. The percentage results of their views is
shown in Table 2. The answers showed that computer
personnel finds more objection to many of the computer
audit functions, especially on system development, post-
installation review and adding data processing people to
reinforce the computer audit.
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TABLE 2
PERCENTAGE VIEW ON PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY
AS PERCEIVED BY
NON-COMPUTER MANAGEMENT COMPUTER MANAGEMENT
Primary Responsibility ofResponsibility
Exec. Audit EDP NotNon-comp.Mgt.
Mgt. Mgt. Mgt. NeededAction Computer Mgt.
69.4% 20.4% 10.2%Ensure that all mgt. realize the
importance of internal audit in
data processing 46.4% 30.4% 16.1% 7.1%
39.2% 54.9% 5.9%-Issue a clearly defined int. audit
mandate that specifies the respon-
30.9% 49.1% 14.5% 5.5%sibility of int. audit as it re-
lates to all phases of EDP.
36.7% 18.4% 42.9% 2.0%Clearly define the working relat-
ionship among users, int. auditors
62.5% 7.1% 25.0% 5.4%and EDP for the devlopment and
maintenance of computer-based in-
formation systems.
Encourage the development of new 20.0% 52.0% 26.0% 2.0%
data processing control techniques
21.4% 41.1% 33.9% 3.6%and internal audit approaches to
ensure the reliability of computer
based information systems.
tequire the development of control 26.9% 46.2% 25.0% 1.9%
uidelines.
20.7% 46.6% 27.6% 5.2%
47.1% 33.3% 13.7% 5.9%Ensure that int. audit participate
in system development process.
33.3% 28.1% 22:8% 15.8%
5.9% 13.7% 78.4% 2.0%Ensure adequate pre-installation
testing of computer based infor-
mation systems. 5.4% 19.6% 75.0%
5.9% 45.1% 49.0%-Ensure that periodic post-instal
lation verification takes place.
9.4% 43.3% 35.8% 11.3%
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80.9% 19.1%When auditing computer-based in-
formation systems, computer ser-
3.8% 62.3% 30.2% 3.8%vice center operations, and system
development, ensure that there are
reviews of controls, tests to
verify the controls, and tests to
verify the data.
67.3% 17.3% 13.5% 1.9%Encourage data processing and
internal adit to work together to
59.3% 18.6% 16.9% 5.3%achieve improved system audit and
control capabilities.
14.3% 77.6% 8.2%Ensure that training programs are
developed to provide the needed
16.1% 71.4% 12.5%skills to audit data processing,
and also to reflect the internal
audit discipline.
24.0% 56.0% 16.0% 4.0%Upgrade the quality and quantity
of EDP auditors.
20.8% 67.9% 7.5% 3.8%
32.7% 40.8% 16.3% 10.2%Add data processing personnel to
the EDP audit staff for special-
ized data processing assistance. 29.6% 37.0% 14.8% 18.5%
50.0% 34.6% 11.5% 3.8%Ensure that data processing, int-
ernal audit and external audit
work together to develop required 68.5% 16.7% 9.3% 5.6%
EDP audit tools and techniques.
Ensure that assessments of the 78.4% 17.6% 3.9% 9.8%
internal audit function are per-




PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE COMPUTER AUDIT PROFESSION
Insufficient Management Awareness
The study showed that the computer audit profession
has not yet been well developed in Hong Kong. Even big
organizations do not necessarily have a well established
computer audit set-up. Management in most of the
organizations in Hong Kong is not fully aware of the
importance and contributions of computer audit on
controls and efficiency improvements in the EDP function.
The management concept of computer audit is still limited
to fraud detection and prevention. It is only when the
computerized systems involve large amount of cash
transfer or when the impact of data loss is high,
management will put more emphasis on computer audit. If
the computer application system is not subject to loss of
assets or revenue, management will not be concerned on
other aspects of their computer set up.
Computer audits to many of the organizations
management are still considered as a luxury rather than-a
necessity. Some of the computer audit are just following
the western trend and set upon a time too basis. Very
few companies have sufficient controls to reliably
prevent or to detect acts of computer fraud and
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embezzlement. Many of the companies use pass-words as the
only means of control on authorised access. Apparently,
the only reason that computer crime has never been
discovered in Hong Kong is that data processing people
are generally loyal and honest.
Decision Problem
Even if management recognized the need for computer
audit, organizations still have to decide based on
cost/benefit terms. Large organizations have the need
for controlling the very complex EDP functions and will
usually favour the decision, but for small to medium
organizations, the criteria for decision is not so
obvious. Since computer audit is purely a staff
function, it is relatively easy to calculate all the
actual costs needed to set up a computer audit unit, but
the resultant cost savings and benefits are not
immediately obvious unless the organization has already
experienced some form of losses. Quite often management
will not make a move if the situation is not clear. This
dilemma is indicated in the mail survey results that
management in general think computer audits are
beneficial to the organization but at the same time
increase the costs involved.
Prejudice of IDP Personnel towards Computer Auditors
Despite the good relationship claimed by computer
audit management that they have with the EDP personnel,
the study showed that computer personnel subconsciously
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resist co-operating with computer auditors. This is
demonstrated by the mail survey results that more than 20
percent of the EDP management respondents do not want
computer auditors to perform systems reviews and computer
centre audits simply because they have no faith in
computer auditors' capabilities. The claim is further
reinforced in the questions of responsibility to ensure
an auditable and controllable environment. EDP management
generally have higher degree of rejection to the proposed
actions than the non-computer counterparts. The objection
percentage is highest on some sensitive issues like
internal audit's participation in system development
process, periodic post-installation verification and
add DP personnel to computer audit for special data
processing assistance which has direct consequence on
EDP activities.
The resistance from EDP personnel constitutes one of
the main obstacles to greater computer audit involvement.
It is because they considered that it is an invasion to
their business. Computer management consider that they
are following an already well established and accepted
practice so that computer audit involvement will be
unnecessary. If this type of misconception is not solved
by the joint efforts of senior management and computer
audit management, further advances in computer audit will
not be possible.
Excessive Time Spent on System Review
Computer auditors in Hong Kong spend most of their
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time in auditing existing applications systems. This is
probably due to the fact that computer audit is a
relatively new establishment, so naturally they have to
fix immediate problems that are facing them. As a result
they spent little time on auditing controls of system
development. If this practice is allowed to continue, it
will have regenerative and adverse effect on the computer
audit profession. It is because if controls are not being
properly built in the early stages of system development,
the cost of implementing such controls at a later stage
will be many times higher as well as more time consuming.
Recruitment and Turnover Problem
The demand for experienced computer auditors in Hong
Kong is greater than the supply and organizations
generally find difficulties in recruiting senior
personnel. There are very few experienced computer
auditors available locally and most of them are already
acquired by the well established organizations. Many
computer auditors are merely using the audit profession
as a stepping stone to senior positions. Also they are
over ambitious in that once they acquire the necessary
knowledge and skills they expect to become head of the
department. As a result some organization suffer from
high turn-over rates and in effect are acting as a
training school for other organizations. Emigration of
computer audit to foreign countries also creates a tension
to staff shortage.
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Lack of Training Courses and Trainers
Small computer audit set-ups do not have the ability
and resources to fully train up a computer auditor by
itself. Even in large computer audit set-ups the training
given by the organizations is not extensive and
comprehensive enough to have full coverage on computer
audit. The dynamic environment of changing technologies
that computer auditors work with also demands continuous
updating of technological knowhow. In addition computer
auditors need audit knowledge in advanced areas like
operating systems, networking, telecommunications, on-
line and data base systems and fourth generation
languages. Therefore, external trainers and courses on
more advanced topics are badly needed to cope with future
trend.
At present, the computer audit courses offered by
external organizations are usually fundamental courses
and do not go into practical details. It is because
experienced and good trainers are difficult to recruit
and often they have to be hired from overseas at a high
cost. Naturally the course coverage must be broad enough
to attract sufficient attendents to justify the expenses.
As a result tailored courses are rare and very expensive
for a single organization to afford.
Lack of Standardization and recognition
Although there are no statistics available on the
number of computer auditors in Hong Kong, it is believed
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that the population does not exceed two hundred. These
computer audit professionals came from different
backgrounds and therefore have widely different
capabilities and experience. Because of these differences
in standard, computer auditors are not publicly
recognized as the other professionals like general
auditors and accountants. Both the Hong Kong chapters of
the Internal Auditors Association and the EDP Auditors
Association have tried hard to upgrade the standing of
computer auditors but have made only slight improvements.
Computer audit demands a high standard of knowledge
and skill. Besides a thorough knowledge of up to date
EDP technology and auditing practices, the computer
auditor has to possess good communication skills to
effectively deal with different parties, and he must also
have the ability to summarize the audit findings in
report form. These stringent basic requirements for the
computer audit profession demand higher status and
recognition from management to attract and motivate good
work. However, this is often overlooked by management
and hence computer audit can not provide additional
attraction to either the EDP personnel or internal
auditors.
Unlike other professionals such as general auditors
and accountants, there are no definite requirements for a
computer auditor. The computer audit professionals in
Hong Kong are all with widely different educational
background and experience and therefore, it is quite
difficult for a third party to judge a computer auditor's
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capability. The Hong Kong chapters of the Internal
Auditors Association and the EDP Auditors Association
should put more efforts on this aspect.
Management's Confidence
Since management does not have too much faith in its
computer audit function, many companies do not entrust
the computer reconciled data for control. Many of them
still use manual procedures to check computer data as a
safeguard. From an economic point of view, such practice
are a waste of both computer and human resources. From
the long term point of view, future development and
trends in computer applications will make manual
practices inoperable and exorbitantly expensive.
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CHAPTER V
FUTURE TRENDS OF COMPUTER AUDIT
Changing Data Processing Environment
Although in the western world the computer audit
function has gone through the primitive stages and
matured over the last several years, Hong Kong has not
yet followed the trend closely. Despite pursuing the
trend, the computer audit profession has to face the
questions, What is the future of computer audit? How do
computer auditors keep up with the technical advances in
the dynamic and ever changing EDP environment?
On one hand, the future appears to be bright and
unlimited opportunities appear for computer audit. On the
other, rapid changes in data processing, information
systems and office automation seems to cloud the future.
More Technical Computer Auditors
Auditors in future must have more technical
knowledge in computer technology. Since computers are a
significant element in the business environmnnt in which
the auditor of today must operate, an auditor will have
no choice but to recognize their existence. Therefore,
for an auditor of computer systems to be effective he
must become bilingual. An auditors who still remains
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ignorant of the computer audit and control techniques
will soon become obsolete and only function as a manual
audit specialist. Ultimately there will no
differentiation between general audit and computer audit.
Distributed and De-centralized Processing
With the evolution of more powerful minicomputers
and expansion of international trade and finance, the
future data processing environment will be more
distributed and de-centralised. Interconnection of
computers by telecommunication and networking
technologies will become a common practice. In the
future, the computer auditor will be auditing in an
entirely different environment.
Increased Data Base Users
According to the most recent research carried out by
Mr. Simon S.M. Ho of the Chinese University about half of
the computer users in Hong Kong will implement data base
systems in the near future. Through the use of data base
structure will greatly enhance the convenience to use
computer data it also represent a big increase in loss
exposure and unauthorised access opportunity than the
conventional file structure. At present the computer
audit profession lacks experience in this area.
Small Personal Computers Office Automation
On the other hand, increasing use of small personal
computers, word-processors and other automated office
equipment greatly broadens the computer knowledge of the
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working public. Expanded knowledge in computers will
tempt to magnify the possibility of unauthorised access
to valuable data and hence fraud and embezzlement.
Computer auditors in Hong Kong are still not yet prepared
for this new wave to come.
Extension of computer education to secondary schools
will surely create some extra burdens to the computer
professionals. Prevention of unauthorized break-ins and
'computer wanderers' will be the area of emphasis for
future computer audit.
Fourth Generation Language
the rourtn generation programming languages will
become the stars of future systems development tools
because of their great capability and simplicity.
Computer programs will be easier to develop and
implement, even by non-computer personnel. To the
computer auditor, it also means that the system
development life cycle will shrink to minimum and the
computer audit can no longer be involved.
Other Possibilities
Other future development trends of computer
technology are unknown to the computer audit profession.
The risk implications of next generation technologies
like artificial intelligence are not clear. Future
development in computer auditing may need the
cooperation of computer manufacturers, software
developers and computer auditors. If this is the case,
computer auditors will need deeper involvement and
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In spite of the weakness or the computer auaiL
profession and the problems that it now face, the
following course of actions are recommended:-
Increase Management Awareness Confidence
The survey showed that insufficient management
awareness is the root of all the problems that computer
auditing face. Once management realises the importance of
computer audit, they will give support to computer audit
in a positive manner and higher recognition and status
will be automatically achieved. More investment and
resources will be spent on training and recruitment. As a
result intellgent people can be attracted and retained.
One possible way to increase management awareness in
computer audit is to educate the management through
business magazines and journals. There are relatively few
articles appearing in management journals that present
serious discussions on the functions, contributions and
problems of computer audit. The type of information that
is usually conveyed to management regard cases of
computer crime, which may not be the only interest of
management (e.g. loss from errors and omissions). The
pioneers of computer audit in Hong Kong should take on
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the responsibility of attracting management's attention
to computer audit by contributing relevent articles in
these magazines.
Standardize Computer Auditor Requirements
Local institutions of computer audit should lay down
the specific requirements/standards for computer
auditors. If possible, courses in computer audit should
be established in technical institutions like the
Polytechnic to give some background training to
newcomers. Examinations similiar to those of other
professional bodies should be held to qualify membership.
Better status and publicity regarding the computer
audit profession could also be achieved through technical
conferences and seminars. Besides, social functions held
could enable exchange of ideas and experience among
members.
Specific Training Courses
More emphasis should be placed on continuous
training and updating computer auditors' technical
knowledge. Training can be done in the form of technical
conferences to allow exchange of ideas and should be
specially adapted to the Hong Kong environment. More
specific topics like 'Auditing around the IBM S-38




For most organizations which can only afford a small
computer audit set-up, it is suggested that the technical
qualification of the computer auditors be improved
through secondment of a small group of EDP personnel to
the computer audit set-up. The group would then work in
rotation in the computer audit set-up as consultants for
a period of one/two years before resuming his/her normal
function. In this arrangement both the EDP and computer
audit would benefit from better mutual understandings and
hence closer working relationship. The problem of EDP






I Set up and development of Computer Audit function
When was it set-up?














time spent in different functions
Computer hardware and approximate cost
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II Relationship between Computer Audit, EDP, User and
Management
. Internal Audit structure and status in organization heirachy
• Degree of Authority
recommend to user only
report to top management for action
direct authority etc.
• How is the top management's attitude?
• view of EDP on CA?
• view on EDP?
• view of user?
• What to do with conflict of interest?
• Steering committee members.
• Working committee members.
. Resources allocation priority.
• Involvement in contract negotiation or capital
investment decision?
. Time spent in dealing with different parties.
• Are you satisfy with current arrangement?
• Need for improved control?
• Who should bear primary responsibility for overall
internal control?
• Internal Audit's participation perceived benefits?
. Has organization ever evaluate the adequacy of audit
control function in the DP environment?
• Should top management initiate a periodic assessment?
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III Existing Practise





How to audit system with communication
facilities, data base etc.
B. Audit of System Devlopment Process
user requirements
development standard guideline
project management (SDLC project status reporting)
documentation, test data preparation, test













Personnel security clearance and separation at
dissmisal.
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IV Recruitment and Development
Staff background
Education level
Computer or Audit oriented












Do you have budget for EDP audit training?
Development alernatives
- EDP train in audit
- audit train in EDP
- team up IA EDP share experience
- train exist IA backup by DP specialist
- recruit train auditors specially for EDP audit
• Training services
- professional associations
- public a/c consulting firms
- college university courses
- audit software vendors
professional conferences, seminars
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V. Future Trend of Computer Audit
Changes in EDP technology software its impact
Changes in computer auditors role to meet the change
Will computer audit separate from internal audit?
What will be the area of future emphasis?
Need for technical/CA courses in institution?
Need more management involvement and support?
What staff development is needed in future?
Forecast future computer audit manpower need
• Can computer audit management move to general management?




Define exposure relevant to objectives




Interview User EDP Personnel
Summary Audit Documentation
Detailed Information gathering
Gather details of data contents procedures controls
Prepare Audit documentation
Walk Thru Application
Analytic flowchart, transaction matrix, file
formats, selected copies of documents
Evaluate Control
Segregate classify controls
Evaluate effectiveness of purported controls
Identify key controls
Identify Inadequately Controlled Causes
Evaluate Exposure
Select features to be tested











- edit reasonabaleness test
Test Weakness
Verify Manual processes and controls












Audit of Systems Development Process
Basic Information Gathering
. List of applications under development operating
Development Standards




Revies Standards in depth
Interview System Development Management
Notes completed questionnaire
Evaluate Control Strength Weaknesses
Identify Evaluate Controls
















. Audit, technical Auditee Review
. Report on Findings
ago
64Information Processing Facility (IPF) Audit
Basic Information Gathering,
Obtain Summary Information about the IPF the
Applications
(Organization chart personnel descriptions
(Hard-ware
(Software programming standards
(Application being processed under development
(Operatiang budget information
(Locations physical layout
Review Summary Info to obtain a prelimary understanding
Evaluate in Relation to Audit Objectives Set
Preliminary Installation Review Scope
detail Information Gathering
Examine Detailed Documentation to determine
policies practices
(Organization segregation of duties
(General Management Operating Standards Policies
(Computer Operating Procedures
(EDP Library Storage and Record Retention
(I/O Contol Data Conversion Functions
(Disaster Prevention Recovery
(Report Distributiobn and Information Utilization
(Control over outside users
Inverview IPF user Management and Internal Audit
Personnel to supplement understanding




Identify and Evaluate Critical Controls in







(Review documentation to support compliance
(Observation of Policies, Practices, Facilities
etc. in operation
(Additional Interviews of IPF User Personnel
Working Papers
Evaluate Report
Evaluate Results in Relation to Audit Objectives
Report on Results
APPENDIX 2
LETTER OF REQUEST FOR INTERVIEW
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APPENDIX 2
LETTER OF REQUEST FOR INTERVIEW
Haar Mr
The Hong Kong business community is becoming
increasingly dependent on computer systems. Our concern
regards the local use of the sophisticated audit
procedures demanded by computer technology.
Graduate students of The MBA program at the Chinese
University are required to prepare a business research
paper relevant to the local community. We are interested
in the kinds of local audit procedures used with computer
systems.
Please assist us in this project by allowing us to
interview you regarding your computer installation and
the audit procedures you currently employ. As a leader
in the business in Hong Kong, your views on
the subject will be of great value to our survey.
We will telephone you shortly to arrange a
convenient time. We also enclose our proposed interview
outline for your perusal. Thank you in advance for your









1. The set-up and development of internal computer audit
function in your organization.
2. The relationship among internal computer audit, EDP,
users, and management.
3. The existing practices and future development in
a. Auditing computer application systems
b. Auditing computer service centre
c. Auditing controls governing application
system development
d. Computer audit staff recruitment and
development.
APPENDIX 4
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The Hong Kong business community is oecoming
increasingly dependent on computer systems. Our concern
regards the local use of the sophisticated audit
procedures demanded by computer technology.
Graduate students of the MBA program at the Chinese
University are required to prepare a business research
paper relevant to the local community. We are interested
in the kinds of local audit procedures used with computer
systems.
Please assist us in this project by taking a few
moments of your time to complete the enclosed
questionnaire. We will, of course, treat all responses in
complete confidence. Please return the questionnaire to
us as soon as possible.







SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE FOR NON-COMPUTER MANAGEMENT
69QUESTIONNATIRE #1
1. Does your organization have computer
installation? If yes, please state
Yes Nomake and model
2. Does your department use any data
processing service?
Yes No
3a. Does your organization have internal
audit set-up?
Yes No
b. Does your organization have computer




If yes, set-up in which year?
4. Has your organization ever tried to
evaluate the data processing








5. Which three of the following area of
potential loss exposure in the data
processing department are you most









6. Which three of the following area
of potential loss exposure in the
data processing department you










7. In which three of the following areas
are improvements needed the most to
reduce the potential loss exposure














8. Which party you would approach in
order to carry out the improvements








Knowledge of the company
Specialized expertise
Confidential nature of data
Others (please specify)
4/...
729. Do you think internal auditors shoulc
be involved in application system
NotYes Nodevelopment?
Applicable
If yes, to what degree?
Not Slightly Heavily
Involved Involved Involved
10. What effect you think internal audit
involvement in system development
will cause?









11. Do you think that the internal
audit staff in your organization
Yes No Nothave the capability to contribute
Applicablein application system development?
12. In the following questions, who do you think should take
primary responsibility to ensure that computer-based
information systems are developed with adequate controls, are
auditable, and operate in a reliable manner. Please check
one only.
Responsibility
Executive Audit EDP Not
Mgt Mgt Mgt NeededAction
Ensure that all management
realize the importance
of internal audit in data
nrocessing.




audit as it relates to all




Executive Audit EDP Not
Mut Mgt Mgt NeedecAction
Clearly define the working
relationship among users,
internal auditors, and the
data processing department




of new data processing
control techniques and
internal audit approaches
to ensure the reliability
of computer-based
information systems.


















there are reviews of
controls, tests to verify
the controls, and tests
to verify the data.
Encourage data processing
and internal audit to work
together to achieve





Executive Audit EDP Not
Mgt Mgt Mgt NeededAction
Ensure that training
programs are developed to
provide the needed skills
to audit data processing,
and also to reflect the
internal audit discipline
Upgrade the quality and
quantity of EDP auditors.
Add data processing





and external audit work
together to develop
required EDP audit tools
and techniques.
Ensure that assessments
of the internal audit
function are performed
jointly by internal audit
and data processing.
If you want to receive a summary of the survey in June 1984.




Thank you for your kind assistance.
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1. What maker and model of computer
is installed in your organization?
2a. Does your organization have internal
audit set-up?
Yes No
b. Does your organization have computer
audit set-up within the internal
NotYes Noaudit establishment?
Applicable
19If yes, set-up in which year?
3. Do you think internal audit staff


















What effect do you think internal
audit involvement in system
HA nmtnt will catigp











5. In which three of the following ways,
if any, has data processing benefited
the most from the efforts of internal
auditing? (check three at most)
Improved application system contr
Reduced fraud/loss exposure
Increased user confidence and
satisfaction
Reduced operations errors and
omissions due to better controls
Reduced data processing operating
costs
Improved equipment use. and
operating efficiency
Reduced application systems
development time and cost
Other (please specify)
No sicnificant benefits
6. Which three of the following areas are
you most concerned about?
(check three at most)
Insufficient controls
Complexity of data processing
Insufficient user involvement





Lack of adequate independent
system review




7. In which three of the following areas
are improvements needed the most to
reduce the potential loss exposure














788. Which party would you approach in
order to carry out the improvements








Knowledge of the company
Specialized expertise
Confidential nature of data
. Others (please specify)
9. Do you think internal audit staff
should
audit computer service center
operations and controls
Yes No
review existing application system
controls I L__. i
Yes No
10. If you do not favour internal
auditors' involvement*in 9, please state
Your main reason.
Internal auditors do not have
sufficient data processing




Controls related to EDP environment
are evolving as new technology is
adopted. Controls appropriate to
new technology are not subjected
to traditional audit approaches
The EDP environment already has
sufficient controls
Internal auditors cause trouble
and hinder smooth EDP operations
Other (Please specify)
11. In the following questions, who do you think should take primary
responsibility to ensure that computer-based information systems
are developed with adequate controls, are auditable, and operate
in a reliable manner. Please check one only.
Responsibility
Executive Audit EUP Not
Mgt Mgt Mgt NeededAction
Ensure that all management
realize the importance
of internal audit in data
processing.




audit as it relates to all
phases of data processing.
Clearly define the working
relationship among users,
internal auditors, and the
data processing department




of new data processing
control techniques and
internal audit approaches
to ensure the reliability
of computer-based
information systems.







Executive Audit EDP Not













there are reviews of
controls, tests to verify
the controls, and tests
to verify the data.
Encourage data processing
and internal audit to work
together to achieve
improved system audit and
control capabilities.
Ensure that training
programs are developed to
provide the needed skills
to audit data processing,
and also to reflect the
internal audit discipline.
Upgrade the quality and
quantity of EDP auditors.
Add data processing





and external audit work
together to develop
required EDP audit tools
and techniques.
Ensure that assessments
of the internal audit
function are performed
jointly by internal audit
and data processing.
81
If you want to receive a summary of the survey in June 1984.
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